What do your look-alikes say about you? Exploiting strong and weak similarities for author profiling.
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Abstract We describe a two-step procedure for author profiling, which first exploits language similarities between users and then aims at discovering more complex dependencies for dissimilar users. The method is motivated by the fact that authors using very similar vocabulary are likely to have similar traits. We use both word-based and text-based features, as well as relying on previous research. The proposed approach gives successful results, especially for gender and age prediction. Moreover, we show the most useful features using relevance measures based on random forests.

1 Introduction

This paper outlines our approach to author profiling task at the 13th PAN evaluation lab on uncovering plagiarism, authorship, and social software misuse [8]. The goal is to analyse a collection of tweets (in English, Spanish, Dutch and Italian) and discover its author’s gender, age and personality traits: extraversion, stability, agreeableness, conscientiousness and openness. Unfortunately, the available amount of training data is very small: from 34 users for Dutch to 152 for English. As it seems very unlikely to observe new significant dependencies in such sets, we have decided to generate features basing on a collection of lexicons obtained in previous works. What is more, we have observed that authors using very similar vocabulary (the look-alikes) tend to have identical traits. We exploit this fact by performing a two-step prediction procedure: classifying a new item starts by finding a close neighbour; a full prediction model is used only in case nothing close enough could be found.

2 Features

In our approach, two groups of features are used: word-based and text-based. The word-based features represent numbers of occurrences of lemmas obtained with multilanguage TreeTagger [10]. The text-based features, computed as global statistics of text, include the following:

- length – average tweet length (number of characters),
- wordLength – average word length,
- urls – average number of URLs per tweet¹,
- hashtags – number of hashtags,
- citations – number of citations (@username),
- capitals – fraction of capital letters,
- exclamations – number of exclamation marks,
- questions – number of question marks,
- emoticonsPos – number of positive emoticons (recognized by a regular expression: " [:;]\$[\{}\\)DpP\}\] * ")
- emoticonsNeg – number of negative emoticons (recognized by a regular expression: " :\S*[\/\\\ ]C")
- repeatedLetters – fraction of repeated letters,
- repeatedMarks – fraction of repeated exclamation and question marks,
- numbers – number of numerical expressions (recognized by a regular expression: " \d+[*,.]\d+*")
- errors – number of spelling errors (obtained using multi-language Language-Tool),
- yuleK – vocabulary size estimated using Yule’s K [16].

To improve the predictions, we have also taken into account previous research on text-based prediction of sentiment, emotions, etc. by including the following lexical features:

- for all languages: SSPositive/SSNegative – positive/negative sentiment score of collection of tweets, using SentiStrength tool [13],
- for English:
  - NRCEmotion_* – numerical value of 10 emotion associations (averaged per word²), using NRC Word-Emotion Association Lexicon [4],
  - NRCTwitterSentiment – sentiment value, using NRC Twitter Sentiment Lexicon [2],
  - NRCHashtagSentiment (140) – sentiment value, using NRC Hashtag Emotion Lexicon and Sentiment140 lexicon [2],
  - LexiconAFINN – sentiment value, using AFINN Lexicon [6],
  - MRC_* – features from the MRC base [15]: familiarity, concreteness, imagery, meaningfulness (two measures) and age of acquisition,
  - WWBPLexAge and WWBPLexGender – usage of age- and gender-dependent lexicons from World Well-Being Project (WWBP) [9],
  - WWBPAII* – correlations with author features: gender, age and personality using data from WWBP [11],
- for Spanish: SELEmotion_* – numerical value of one of 6 emotions (joy, anger, fear, disgust, surprise, sadness), using Spanish Emotion Lexicon [12],
- for Dutch: NLEmotion_* – numerical value of valence, arousal, dominance and age of acquisition, using lexicon [5],

In total, we have obtained 56 features. Unfortunately, a great deal of them provides information only in case of English texts.

¹ All subsequent numbers are also averaged per tweet, unless noted otherwise.
² All subsequent values are also averaged per word.
3 Prediction

To predict traits (gender, age and personality) of Twitter users we apply a simple two-step procedure. The idea is to start with exploring close similarities between writings, and then try to discover more complex dependencies. More specifically, to predict traits for a new user, we first find the most similar user in the training data. If the similarity is sufficiently close, we assign traits of the found user to the new user. Otherwise, we use an advanced classification model to predict the traits. This approach is motivated by the fact that among large number of tweets one can easily find messages written by the same user. Moreover, it may happen that one person sends tweets from different Twitter accounts. So-called multiple Twitter accounts, which allow to boost users’ presence in web, are becoming more and more popular. Finally, a very similar vocabulary can be shared by certain groups of users, having also similar features.

Figure 1. Smoothed histograms of distances between users for English (a) and Spanish (b).

Figure 1 shows normalised smoothed histograms of distances between concordant (having the same traits) and discordant users for English and Spanish. Although the histograms are partly overlapping, it is clear that distances among the first group are usually much smaller that in the second one. The advanced classification model used in the second step allows to discover more complex dependencies. The details of the whole procedure are given below.

Prediction Algorithm:

1. Finding similar users in training data. Here, we use two approaches, depending on the language of tweets.
- For English we build a classification model in which identifier of a group of concordant users (having the same traits) is used as a class variable. As a classification model, we use random forests [3], built on all available features. If the maximum of predicted probabilities for the new user is greater than a certain threshold $p_{\text{min}}$, we assign traits of a corresponding group to the new user.

- For other languages we simply find a nearest neighbour of the new user in the training data. To determine nearest neighbour, we use Euclidean distance and all available features. If the distance is less than a certain threshold $d_{\text{max}}$, we assign traits of the nearest neighbour to the new user.

2. **Prediction for dissimilar users.** If no similar users in training data are found, i.e. predicted probability of the best group is smaller than $p_{\text{min}}$ (for English) or the distance to the nearest neighbour is greater than $d_{\text{max}}$ (for other languages), we apply random forest method to predict each trait separately. We use all available features except word-based. For gender and age, decision trees are taken as base learners, whereas for personal traits regression trees are used. Other classification algorithms have also been tested (e.g. logistic regression) but they have yielded poorer results.

Observe that above procedure depends on the choice of threshold. If $p_{\text{min}}$ is sufficiently small (for English) or $d_{\text{max}}$ sufficiently large (for other languages), all users from training data are recognized as similar users and therefore only the first step of the above procedure is run. In the opposite case the full prediction model is always employed. To calibrate a threshold, we randomly split data (30 times) into training and testing parts and then compute averaged accuracy (gender and age) and mean error – RMSE (personal traits) for different values of threshold. Figure 2 shows the results for English and Spanish.

There is a clear optimum (maximum accuracy or minimum RMSE) for certain value of threshold. Note that for English the optimal value is common for all traits and equals $p_{\text{min}} \approx 0.12$. For Spanish an optimum is at $d_{\text{max}} \approx 90$ for gender and personal traits, whereas in case of age it is better to use nearest neighbour approach to all users. For the remaining languages we always apply nearest neighbour method (i.e. set $d_{\text{max}} = 0$), as the training sets are too small to build complex models.

4 **Results**

We have examined how the prediction procedure presented in Section 3 works with the set of features described in Section 2. As measures of performance we use accuracy (gender and age) and RMSE (personal traits). We randomly split data into training and testing parts in the following proportions: 75% for training and 25% for testing (for English and Spanish). For Italian and Dutch, due to small amount of data, we take only one observation for testing and the rest for training. The above procedure is repeated 30 times and the results are averaged over all runs. Classification procedure is implemented in R system [7] using libraries: randomForest [3], FNN [1] and class [14].

Results of our experiments (for an optimal value of threshold) are shown in Table 1. Numbers in brackets correspond to a baseline which is major class share (for classification) and mean value (for regression), calculated on training data. The third column
Figure 2. Accuracy and RMSE with respect to threshold for gender, age and components of personality, for English (a) and Spanish (b). Horizontal lines correspond to baseline.
includes joint accuracy for gender and age, whereas the last column contains RMSE, averaged over 5 personal traits. First, note that all the results exceed baseline. It is seen that gender and age identification are successful: we obtain accuracy 77%-90% for gender and 69%-75% for age. Moreover, simultaneous prediction of these two traits is also possible: the accuracy is about 3 times larger than the baseline. Personality assessment is a much more challenging task. Our experiments indicate that it is difficult to obtain an error significantly below the baseline.

Finally, we assess predictive power of the features using variable importance measure based on random forests. The measure pertains to average decrease of node impurity (Gini impurity index for classification and residual sum of squares for regression). The average is taken over all splitting nodes and over all trees used to construct an ensemble classifier. The measure shows usefulness of a given feature for prediction when random forest is used as a prediction tool. Figure 3 shows top 20 features for prediction of selected traits for English. The plot clearly shows that features pertaining to words collected from World Well-Being Project (WWBP) are among the most useful for prediction. Moreover, it is interesting that simple style-based features like message length, numbers of exclamation marks or citations seem to be relevant in case of age identification.

### 5 Conclusions

In this study we present a two-stage procedure for author profiling, which first exploits language similarities between users and then aims to discover more complex dependencies. The method is motivated by the fact that authors using very similar language tend to have identical traits. Interestingly, it turns out that combination of these two steps usually outperforms using each step separately. Our approach is based both on sets of word-based and text-based features. While we obtain successful results for gender and age prediction, the personality identification seems to be much more challenging – the error is slightly below the baseline. The assessment based on random forests shows high relevance of features using lexica from previous works. The results of experiments show many possibilities for future work. In our method, separate classification models
Figure 3. Feature importance measures based on random forest, for English.

are build for each trait – it is worthwhile to explore dependencies between the traits to improve the prediction performance. Secondly, in order to significantly improve personality identification, it seems necessary to look for new features. Finally, we believe that the advantages of using our two-stage procedure could be more clearly seen on larger corpus of tweets.
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